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This edition sees a focus on our range 
of custom designed and made 
pieces. These pieces have all been 

made with a view on apartment living. It’s 
challenging to find furniture and homewares 
that are the right size to fit into an 
apartment, let alone to match your existing 
decor.  

Being apartment dwellers ourselves, we 
understand and appreciate the importance 
of decorating your own space to make it a 
home. With this in mind we design and 
make for you- unique custom built pieces to 
match the size and colour palette of a space. 

< tv unit / console 
Made from locally sourced hoop pine 
slabs, this unit was sized and designed 
to suit a small space in an apartment. The 
natural timber look matched with the 
other timber pieces in the apartment, 
and also matched the floor, blinds and 
wall colours.

apartment living with tarf
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g–plan coffee table > 
This imported G-Plan table was sourced at a 
local second hand dealer, and was lovingly 
restored. What started out as a bargain, is 
now lovingly respected and treated as a 
family heirloom.

< bar unit 
The base of this bar unit started life as a grand 
old ladies duchess. Over time, the top back 
section and mirror have disappeared.  

The Art Deco look of the base / legs- and the 
fact that it was solid timber and not a veneer, 
saved the rest of the duchess from being 
dumped.  

With a little bit of vision and a lot of faith, this 
piece was tidied up and painted with a set of 
shelves added to repurpose this 20’s style 
piece into a unique bar unit, with plenty of 
storage.

console > 
The entry to this apartment was large, which 
lends itself to have a little bit of storage space 
included. Keys, letters and others odds and 
ends all reside on this console, which makes 
it much easier to find them when leaving the 
apartment. Made from old hoop pine slabs 
and salvaged tongue and groove timbers, it 
is a piece made from old and recycled 
timbers. 
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< desk / workstation 
Once again, the client had vision for a slender 
space in their apartment. This workstation fits 
along a bedroom wall, which then lets this 
available space in a bedroom become the “office 
wall.”  

Made from a recycled hoop pine slab, the 
workstation has allowed for the bedroom to be a 
multipurpose room for working and resting, 
usually a good combination!

bbq stand > 
Natural solid timber BBQ bench with 
camphor laurel slab top- custom made to 
fit snug over the balcony air conditioning 

< scaff-industrial 
   plant stand 
Made from reclaimed scaffolding planks to create a 
unique balcony garden piece pictured here- built 
with a versatile finish to withstand both indoor and 
outdoor use. 

< plant trolley 
This little black number that lets the flowers and 
herbs blossom brilliantly, was picked up off the side 
of the road, a giveaway- so we spray painted it and 
gave it a new life, just look at it now! 
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bench stool >  
Made from Oregon pine from The 
Redcliffe Produce Barn. Something simple 
and elegant to sit and take in the view or 
use indoors. 

< slimline balcony table 
This modern table has been custom made from 
reclaimed building materials. Dimensions are 
deep enough for a nice meal or entertaining, 
whilst maximising every foot of space on the 
balcony.

Pick-up and purchase your pieces from:  

Eclectic Penguin 

TARF Website + Social Media 

We practice COVID-Safe, Contactless pick-up. 
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